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Introduction and Terminologies
① Ancient Chinese understanding of musical pitch(lű 律) and
Pythagoreansim
② Sanfen Sunyi 三分損益 (one-third reduction and addition) and
huangzhong huanyuan 黃鐘還元 (Huangzhong Returns to Its Original
Pitch)
③ Just Intonation Theory in the West and Its Practice in China
④ Early Investigation of Equal Temperament: He Chengtian, Qian
Yuesh, and Meantone Temperament
⑤Equal Temperament: Prince Zhu Zaiyu and Simon Stevin

Summary

Introduction and Terminologies

 Lűxue 律學 or “The Study of Lű” in ancient Chinaan is an interdisciplinary research
in art and science, which can roughly be translated as “the study of musical pitch and
tuning systems” or “the study of tuning and teperament.” Lű means musical pitch
within a tuning system.
Some of the key terminologies in thie presentation:

1. Tuning

2. Temperament
3. Comma
4. Cent
5. Harmonic Series

 It is well-known in the West that Pythagoras was the first
person who discovered the mathematical nature of musical
intervals.
 Pythagoreanism's most fundamental tenets include: numbers
are constituent elements of reality, and numbers and their ratios
provide the key to explaining the order of nature and the
universe.

Pythagorean Tetractys
It is an arrangement of points in the shape of a triangle and represents the first four
natural numbers, whose sum is 10 (1+2+3+4=10).

 In ancient China, one octave was divided into twelve pitches between half step for each,

known as the twelve lű.
 Lűshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋 ("Spring and Autumn Annals of Lű Buwei," 239 BCE) records
the storey of Ling Lun 伶倫 creating the lű and made the Gong 宮(do) of huangzhong黃
鐘 (C) its standard pitchin around 2,000 BCE. Although the archaeological discoveries
prove the story would be somewhat exaggerated, the legend shows that the ancients
Chinese had already realized that musical pitch could be preserved by pitch pipes.
 The term of huangzhong (“yellow bell”) in China was the name of the standard pitch,
which is equivalent to today’s the “International standard pitch,” in which the A
above “middle”C is tuned to 440 Hz.
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huangzhong 黃鐘 (c),
dalű 大呂 (c#),
taicu 太簇 (d),
jiazhong 夾鐘 (d#),
guxian 姑冼 (e),
zhonglű 仲呂(e#),
ruibin 蕤賓(f#)
linzhong 林鐘 (g),
yize 夷則 (g#),
nanlű 南呂 (a),
wuyi 無射(a#),
yingzhong 應鐘 (b).

The earliest record of these names is found
in the Zhouyu 周語 section of the Guoyu 國
語 ('Chronicles of the States'), which was
completed in the fifth century BCE.
In 1978, a set of bianzhong 編鐘 (bell set)
was excavated in which the central part of
the range, were divided into twelve
semitones, which proves that the twelve lű
recorded in Guoyu had in fact, already
entered the musical practice of that period.

The study of musical pitch and tuning systems was always
considered related to mathematics, the astronomical calendar,
meteorology, philosophy of yin-yang and the five elements, and
even political matters in ancient China. Shangshu 尚書
(“Esteemed Documents,” 1000 BCE) mentions “harmonizing time
by adopting the right calendar, unifying the measurement of length,
volume, and weight with the same musical pitch.”(“協時月正日，
同律度量衡”).

When Wang Mang (王莽) usurped the imperial throne and established the short-lived Xin dynasty
(新, 9–23 CE), he used sound as the foundation for imperial metrological standardization as part of
his declaration of power. The ability to control sound was considered to reflect his ability to
synchronize heaven and earth, the cosmic and the human. His authority and ruling legitimacy was

considered rested in a single pitch pipe that produced the cardinal tone in the traditional musical
system.

Regarding how lű were produced, the earliest are found in
Guanzi 管子by Guan Zhong 管仲 (ca. 645 BCE) of the Spring
and Autumn Period, which explains how to produce lű by using
the so-called“one-third reduction and addition” method.

The method of “sanfen sunyi”

The book Lűshi Chunqiu 呂氏春秋 (239 BCE), based on the five lű given in the Guanzi,
continued to apply the sanfen sunyi method to produce the other seven lű.

 The book Huainan Zi 淮南子, edited by Liu An (179-122 BCE) of the Han
dynasty, established a separate lű number of 311 = 177,147 for huangzhong.
Then all other 11 pitches could expressed in round figures without using
decimal points or fractions.
 Later on, the Lűshu 律書section of the Shiji 史記 ('Historical records') by

Sima Qian (ca.145- 89 BCE) adopted the form of fractions, which is similar
to that of the Greek Pythagorean tuning, which is why some scholars equate
the two.

Method in shiji 史記

Method in Huainan Zi 淮南

Western Pitch

Pitch Names and Lushi Hucnqiu 呂氏春秋

(Historical Records)

子 (No Fraction)

Name

黃鐘huangzhong

1

311× 1 = 177,147

c

林鐘linzhong

2048/2187

177,147 × 4/3 =236,196

g

太簇taicu

8/9

236,196 × 2/3 = 157,464

d

南呂nanlű

16384/19683

157,464 × 4/3 =209,952

a

姑冼guxian

64/81

209,952 × 2/3 = 139,968

e

Chinese

Method in Guangzi 管子，

應鐘yingzhong

64 * 2/3= 42.6667

131072/177147

139,968 × 4/3 = 186,624

b

蕤賓ruibin

42.6667 * 4/3= 56.8889

512/729

186,624 × 2/3 = 124，416

f#

大呂dalű

56.8889 * 4/3= 75.8519

2/3

124,416x 4/3 = 165,888

c#

夷則yize

75.8519 * 2/3= 50.5679

4076/6561

165,888X 4/3 = 221,184

g#

夾鐘jiazhong

50.5679 * 4/3= 67.4239

16/27

221,184 × 2/3 =147,456

d#

無射wuyi

67.4239 * 2/3= 44.9492

32768/59049

147,456 × 4/3 = 196,608

a#

仲呂zhonglű

44.9492 * 4/3= 59.9323

128/234

196,608 X 2/3 = 131,072

e#

清黃鐘 qing
huangzhong

[59.9323 * 2/3= 39.9549]

[131,072 x4/3 =174,762.6667]

b#

In fact, the Chinese method resulted in ascending perfect fifths and descending perfect fourths. The Pythagorean
tuning involves ascending perfect fifths or descending perfect fifths. So, six of the twelve lű between the two are
similar, while the other six are different.

The earliest theoretical account of Chinese music available in a European
language is written by the Jesuit Joseph Amiot in Bejing in 1776 and
published in Paris in 1780. Amiot considered that Chinese would have
had a scale closely resembling the Pythagorean one more than eleven
centuries before the birth of Pythagoras, and the Pythagorean claim for
the invention of this scale was nothing less than an “act of robbery.”

 The noted Chinese historian Zhu Qianzhi (朱謙之) considered the
Greek system was more advanced in utilizing string length to do the
calculation, while the original Chinese one was more primitive in
using pitch pipes. So the Chinese system probably somehow spread to
Greece and was developed there, but later on the Chinese learned
from the Greeks when realizing the limitations of the pitch pipes in
calculations.

 Joseph Needham, the author of Science and Civilization in China,
proposed that“the simplest alternative hypothesis for which good
reason can be found is that there radiated east and west from
Babylonia the germ of an acoustic discovery which was developed in
one way by the Greeks and in another by the Chinese...the
Babylonians, who had many highly developed stringed instruments,
would have made the observation.”

Musical Matters beyond the Practical Need

In ancient China, a year was divided into twelve lunar months, a day
into twelve double hours, and an octave into twelve notes. These
divisions were believed to be connected to societal order and rules.

But scholars discovered that the movement of heavenly bodies all
returned to their starting points, but a scale calculated using the sanfen
sunyi (or Pythagorean) method did not.

 It was Jing Fang of the Han Dynasty (77-37 BC) who first discovered that the cycle of the
fifth did not return to the original huangzhong pitch as there was a discrepancy existing
between starting and the ending notes.

 In order to solve this problem, Jing Fang continued to use the sanfen sunyi method to produce
up to the sixty lű in one octave. The number of the fifty-third lű in his system is very close to
huangzhong, and this difference was called “one day” by Jing Fang, which was the
smallest comma that human being ever understood during that time.

During the Renaissance in the 17th century, Nicholas Mercator（1620 —

1687), William Holder (1616–1698), and Issac Newton, (1643—1727)
also engaged in this area of research, and made similar discoveries. The
so-called “53-tone equal temperament” and “Mercator’s comma” were all
similar or identical discoveries to what Jing Fang had discovered more
than 1700 years earlier, which were all based on the same mathematical
formula.

Issac Newton’s Manuscripts Preserved in Oxford
University’s Library

B e f o r e t h e e n d o f t h e f i f t e e n t h c e n t u r y, a n e w t yp e o f mo n o c h o r d
d i v i s i o n w a s b e c o mi n g p o p u la r, n a me l y, d i v i s i on s b a s e d o n b o t h t h e
j u s t f i f t h ( 2 : 3 ) a n d t h e j u s t ma j o r t h i r d ( 4 : 5 ) . B u t t h e j u s t
i n t o n a t i o n w a s k n o wn t o b e a n i n a p p r o p r i a t e a s a t u n i ng s ys t e m f o r
k e yb o a r d s .

However, modern Chinese musicological research discovered
that, the structure of the guqin zither, which was established in
Han and Wei periods (206 - 265 BCE), made the Just Intonation
possible in music practice since two thousand years ago,
although no historical literature ever mentioned this tuning
system because the sanfen sunyi was considered the only
authentic and classical tuning system in the country.

The 13 inlays position of the instrument surface.
FINGEOARD

position marks (hui)

After Jing Fang's discovery, He Chengtian 何承天 (370-447) of the Song
Period of the Southern Dynasties advocated making internal adjustments to
the twelve lű, by dividing the difference of the diatonic comma into twelve
parts and adding each part to each of the lű numbers.

C o m p a r i s i o n b e t w e e n H e C h e n t i a n ’ s N e w Tu n i n g S y s t e m a n d E q u a l Te m p e r a m e n t

During the same period in Song Yuanjia 元嘉 (424-453 CE) of
the Southern Dynasties, Qian Lezhi 錢樂之continued to use
sanfen sunyi method to produce up to 360 lű in one octave based
on “Jing Fang's sixty lű” theory. The final pitch of the 360 lű
was even closer to huangzhong's high octave. The distance is even
smaller than a schisma known later in the West.

 After the Renaissance, the development of science and technology for musical instrument making
made people realize the problems in both the Pythagorean tuning and the Just Intonation. The
meantone temperament came into use.
 The name “meantone” was applied to this temperament because the tone, as C-D, is precisely
half of the pure third, as C-E. One of the most famous applications using meantone temperament is
the work of The Well-Tempered Clavier, two sets of preludes and fugues in all 24 major and minor
keys for keyboard by Johann Sebastian Bach.

The calculation of tempered intervals in the West was first
performed towards the end of the sixteenth century by the
Dutch mathematician and engineer Simon Stevin (1548–
1620).

Stevin realized that the string lengths of an equal-tempered
monochord required root extraction. In this case, he used a
combination of one cube root and two square roots to
perform the extraction of

 Meanwhile in China, by the sixteenth century, the Ming dynasty scientist Prince Zhu Zaiyu (15361611) finally completed a mathematical calculation of the twelve-tone equal temperaments. He
called his method xinfa milii 新法密率 ('New method tight rate').


One-third reduction

 One-third addigion

 Keeping the original sequence to produce lű, Zhu finally achieved the result of zhonglű returning to
the original starting huangzhong pitch.

Comparasion between the results by Prince Zhu Zaiyu and Simon Stevin

= 1.059463094359295264561825

Although the detailed mathematical process of how Zhu reached the xinfa milű 新
法密率 by extracting the 12th square root of 2 is still not clear. We know that like
Stevin, Zhu also used the combination of a cube foot and two square roots in his
extraction.
The date of Zhu's preface to Lűli Rongtong律曆融通 ("Harmonising the Lű" 1581),
was February 6th 1581, which shows that Zhu completed his mathematical
calculation of the twelve-tone equal temperaments before that date.

Zhu Zaiyu's equal temperament calculation yielded the first
mathematical realization of the 12-tone equal temperament in the world,
which is at least 4 years earlier than the similar work done by Simon
Stevin whose discovery, according to himself, was attributed to the
concept of “proportion” in the Dutch language which did not exist in
Greek. In Stevin’s treatise, he listed each interval from the pitches of
“first” to “double first” chromatically to finally equate each half step.
Nevertheless, in ancient China, the relationship between the central pitch
and others were deemed important, but the relationships among the
subordinating notes themselves were not, and concept of interval is
vague.

 Joseph Needham speculated that Zhu's discovery migh t
have spread to the West before Stevin’s work did,
probably even by word of mouth from a traveler. But it

is doubtful given the differen t motivations and
approaches betwen the two of them as I mentio n ed
befoare.

 Nevertheless, although Zhu and Stevin's research were
comp leted in the opposite sides of the world, it reflected
the tireless human endeavors in this interd iscip lin ary
field of research between art and science.

Summary
The research of the mathematical and acoustic laws in music were systematically

recorded in official histories in ancient China, where scientists and music scholars
continued to resolve the problem of how to close the cycle of the fifth caused by the
“diatonic comma” or “Pythagorean Comma” on metaphysical level.
From any monographs on the history of music theory today, we would glean the work

by scientists who made outstanding contributions resolving some of the music
problems of the past. By inheriting the ancient scholastic tradition of integrating
knowledge learning in both Art and Science, we could revitalize tremendous human
creativity in the new age of the 21st century, and spartk a new phenomen in our
education, technology, artistic creativity, and entrepreneurial industries.

Thank you
very Much!

